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New Wild Everywhere
Great Lake Swimmers

This is a nice and fairly easy song to play. Listen to the song for the proper
changes.
Capo 3rd fret.

D
Theres a fire in the static
C     G/B      G
Whisper in the dark
D
colors burning brighter
C     G/B      G
hunger for the spark
D
shadow thrown from light unknown
C     G/B      G
calling on the hearts
D
to challenge the alive
C     G/B      G
and summon the asleep

Pre chorus:
        C         G/B   G   D
and the sun sinks over the big smoke
        C         G/B   G   D
and the sky explodes on the shuttering lake

G                                 Am
Theres a new wild feeling dancing in the air
F                 C (Then does A small note riff from C to B)
theres a new wild everywhere 
G                                 Am
Theres a new wild feeling dancing in the air
theres a new wild everywhere 

Rocks jump and jitter in bush surface rootsÂ 
Dream not clay in water. Simmer up the shoots
The man breaks , the spirit shakesÂ 
Some things switches onÂ 
Running independent, rushing out men gone.Â 
and the sun sinks over the big smoke
and the sky explodes on the shuttering lake

Chorus:Â 
There s a new wild feeling dancing in the airÂ 
There s a new wild everywhere!Â 
There s a new wild feeling dancing in the airÂ 



There s a new wild everywhere!Â 

Unsure about the solo chords. 

Fly up to the Heavens, anchored in the cloudsÂ 
Fly beyond the night, love the blooming soundsÂ 
..and cries, neon lives wishing...Â 
Take a flight to wave in heights, turn on ...Â 
And the sun seems ...Â 
The sky explodes on the...Â 

Chorus:Â 
There s a new wild feeling dancing in the airÂ 
There s a new wild everywhere!Â 
There s a new wild feeling dancing in the airÂ 
There s a new wild everywhere! 


